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Written by Alice Allen, ASCL Editor; March 2016
The cover image is an average of the central 10 velocity planes of a mosaic of five data cubes released as part of
the Galactic Arecibo L-band Feed Array HI (GALFA-HI) survey (Peek et al., 2011, Ap J Suppl, 194, 20; DOI
10.1088/0067-0049/194/2/20; ADS Bibcode 2011ApJS..194...20P). The mosaic was created with computed
version 4.0 of the Montage Image Mosaic Engine (ascl:1010.036). Image courtesy John Good and Bruce
Berriman, California Institute of Technology.
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Background
The Astrophysics Source Code Library (ASCL), founded in 1999 by Robert Nemiroff (Michigan
Technological University) and John Wallin (Middle Tennessee State University), is a free online
registry for source codes of interest to astronomers and astrophysicists. ASCL source codes have
been used to generate results published in or submitted to a refereed journal. The ASCL website
(http://ascl.net) is housed at Michigan Technological University and lists the ten most recent
entries on its home page; the site offers information about the resource and research software,
access to code entries, a news blog, and a discussion forum.

2015 Growth
The number of codes indexed in ASCL grew an average of 17.1 entries per month, up from the
average growth of 16.7 codes per month over the 2012-2014 timeframe, but down from the 19
codes per month average for 2014. 205 codes were added in 2015. According to Google
Analytics, use of the site in 2015 decreased by 7.6% over 2014; the site was viewed 117,923
times in 2014 and 109,314 times in 2015. We cannot account for the decrease in pageviews.
Submissions of codes by authors, and occasionally code users, have greatly increased; 56 of the
205 codes (27%) assigned IDs in 2015 were submitted using the online form. This number does
not include other submitted codes that did not meet the criteria for inclusion in the ASCL.
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In July 2014, ADS started providing statistics for views
of ASCL ADS records and clickthroughs from them to
ASCL entries. These statistics indicate greater use of
ASCL entries over time from that resource. Citations to
the ASCL have also increased; this is discussed in the
section below titled “Impact on the community.”

People
The Advisory Committee had one resignation and one
addition in 2015. Robert Hanisch resigned from the
Advisory Committee in October. After discussion
among Advisory Committee members, Thomas
Robitaille was invited that same month to serve on the
Committee through 2016; Robitaille accepted. The
current members of the Advisory Committee are:
Peter Teuben, University of Maryland, Chair
Bruce Berriman, Infrared Processing and
Analysis Center/Caltech
Jessica Mink, Center for Astrophysics
Robert Nemiroff, Michigan Technological University
Thomas Robitaille, Freelance software developer
Lior Shamir, Lawrence Technological University
Keith Shortridge, Australian Astronomical Observatory
Mark Taylor, University of Bristol, UK
John Wallin, Middle Tennessee State University
Alice Allen and Kimberly DuPrie (Space Telescope Science Institute) are Editor and Associate
Editor, respectively. Judy Schmidt provides development and design work for the ASCL, and
Wesley Rian provides development work and support for citation and other statistics tracking.

Funding
The ASCL was unfunded for much of 2015. In January, the American Astronomical Society
(AAS) provided support in the form of two one-day registrations for the AAS meeting
(Washington, DC) for non-AAS members speaking at the Special Session the ASCL, MooreSloan Data Science Environment at NYU, and AAS Working Group on Astronomical Software
(WGAS) organized on software licensing; AAS also provided travel support for one speaker.
The Moore-Sloan Data Science Environment at NYU supported Allen’s participation in the AAS
meeting. We are very grateful for the support received for participation in the AAS meeting.
As stated in last year’s annual report, the Sloan Foundation had tentatively planned a meeting on
software citation and indexing in April at GitHub’s headquarters in San Francisco. The editor
was invited to participate in the workshop and was funded by Sloan (through the AAS) to attend.
The primary result of this meeting was to be an AAS-headed collaboration on a proposal to
improve software indexing and citation to be submitted to Sloan initially in August 2015 but
later postponed until early 2016. In September, the editor’s participation in the Third Workshop
on Sustainable Software for Science: Practice and Experiences (WSSSPE3) meeting in Boulder
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was supported by the organization sponsoring the event. The ASCL and its editor are very
grateful for the support received for these activities.
Allen attended ADASS in October in Sydney. While there, Kai Polsterer from the Heidelberg
Institute in Theoretical Studies (HITS) gave an unsolicited pledge to support the ASCL; a
donation of €6,000 was received in December. The ASCL was and continues to be thrilled by
and deeply grateful for this support.

Impact on the community
The ASCL uses various measures to try to determine its impact on and use by the community.
Aside from wanting codes to be cited in a trackable way, the ASCL is agnostic on how codes are
cited. That said, we use citation numbers as a metric to learn how and whether the ASCL is being
used. Authors started using ASCL entries for citing
codes in 2012, the first year the ASCL was indexed
by ADS. At the end of 2012, 21 codes in the ASCL
had been cited a total of 33 times. Citations are
(understandably) increasing at a faster rate than

growth in the number of code entries. By the end of 2014, 116 ASCL entries collectively had
254 citations, meaning 12.1% of the 960 codes indexed in ADS at that time having citations, up
from 7.5% in January of 2014. By the end of 2015, 198 codes had been cited a total of 509 times;
this was 17.5% of ASCL entries indexed by ADS at that time. All major astronomy and
astrophysics journals accept citations to the ASCL, with an increasing number having improved
their internal processes to provide better support for these citations in their BibTeX style files
and publishing workflow.
Since the development of the new infrastructure in mid-2014, 138 codes in the ASCL were
submitted by users via the improved submissions page; this represents 39% of codes added to the
ASCL in this time period. We take this as an indication that software authors see value in
registering their codes with the ASCL.
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Some community members at the December 2014 .astronomy were looking to the ASCL to help
resolve issues around software citation and gain greater recognition for code authors. The ASCL
stepped up efforts to engage publishers and improve software citation throughout 2015 and will
continue these efforts in 2016. Also in 2014, the new chair of the AAS’s Working Group on
Astronomical Software (WGAS), Frossie Economou, asked the ASCL to create and lead a
Special Interest Group (SIG) on software publishing; a meeting of this SIG was held at the
January 2015 meeting in Seattle and was well attended by publishers, editors, code authors,
indexers, code authors, and researchers. A lack of meeting space for this endeavor has hampered
it, and as of the end of 2015, the fate of the SIG is in limbo.
In July 2015, a representative of Thomson Reuters contacted the ASCL editor about including
ASCL entries in the Data Citation Index. As of this writing, ASCL records are queued for
loading to that resource.

2015 Highlights
January

February
April
June
September

October

November
December

Special session on software licensing held at 225rd AAS meeting (Seattle, WA)
Poster presented at 225rd AAS meeting (Seattle, WA)
Software Publication Special Interest Group meeting organized and held at AAS
meeting
AAS reposts slightly shorter version of special session report
ASCL presentation at National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD
1000th code registered
Participated in Indexing Astronomical Software workshop at GitHub headquarters
in San Francisco
Presentation at Python in Astronomy meeting (Leiden, Netherlands)
Presentation at 3rd DC/MD/VA Summer Astrophysics Meeting, Catholic
University, Washington, DC (PowerPoint slides)
Presentation at University of Massachusetts (Lowell, MA)
Participation in and lightning talk at Working towards Sustainable Software for
Science meeting in (Boulder, CO)
Old site closed out; redirection to new site implemented
Poster presentation on the ASCL (blog post) given and a Birds of a Feather (BoF)
session on software citation held at ADASS in Sydney (blog post)
Kai Polsterer from HITS offers funding to ASCL
New AC member Thomas Robitaille introduced at AC breakfast at ADASS
"Suggest a change or addition" feature added to ASCL; new fields (Described in,
Used in, Preferred citation method, See also) for eventual display are added to
database
Blob post re: journals citing ASCL is published
WSSSSPE2 paper published by Journal of Open Research Software (Looking
before leaping: Creating a software registry)
ASCL publishes a list of software events at upcoming AAS meeting
Funding of €6000 received from the Heidelberg Institute of Theoretical Studies
(HITS) at the direction of Kai Polsterer
Nature confirms it is implementing changes for better tracking of ASCL citations
in ADS
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2015 Plans Revisited
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish WSSSPE2 paper in Journal of Open Research Software - done
Create ASCL index in 2014 ADASS proceedings - done
Organize a session for AAS 227th meeting on software issues - done
Present ASCL enhancements at ADASS XXV - done
Work with publishers to improve software citation in journals - ongoing
Close out old sites and employ redirects to the new site - done
Sustain reasonable growth in number of entries (190-210 additions) - done
Upgrade current site to add two new features - done
Complete outstanding plans from previous years
o Still outstanding: adding another two members to the Advisory Committee

2016 Plans
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish dashboard
Create ASCL index in 2015 ADASS proceedings
Organize a session for AAS 229th meeting on software issues
Present ASCL at at least two conferences
Work with publishers to improve software citation in journals
Sustain reasonable growth in number of entries (190-210 additions)
Upgrade current site to add two new features
Complete outstanding plans from previous years

Press and bibliography
Improving Software Citation and Credit, Alice Allen et al, to be published in Proceedings of
ADASS XXV, arXiv pre-print, December 2015
Looking before leaping: Creating a software registry
Alice Allen, Judy Schmidt, Journal of Open Research Software, Volume: 3, Issue: 1, November
23, 2015
http://doi.org/10.5334/jors.bv
Astrophysics Source Code Library, ver 3.0
Alice Allen et al, Astronomical Data Analysis Software and Systems XXV, October 2015
Poster
Astrophysics Source Code Library -- Now even better!
Alice Allen et al, American Astronomical Society, AAS Meeting #225, January 2015, #336.57
Poster
Licensing Astrophysics Codes Session at AAS 225
AAS posts, February 20, 2015
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AAS Poster, January 2015
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ADASS Poster, October 2015

